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SUt_Y
Full-scale static investigations have been conducted on the Quiet Short-Haul
Research Aircraft (QSRA) to determine the thrust-deflecting capabilities of the
ctreulatton-control-wtng/upper-surfaee-blowlng (CCW/USB) concept. This scheme,
which combines favorable characteristics of both the A-6/CCW and QSRA, employs the
flow-entrainment properties of CCN to pneumatically deflect engine thrust in lieu
of the mechanical USB-flap system. Results show that the no-moving-parts blown
system produced static thrust deflections in the range of 40°-97 ° (depending on
thrust level) with a CCN pressure of 2.089 x 105 Pa (30.3 psig). In addition, the
ability to vary horizontal forces from thrust to drag while maintaining a constant
vertical (or lift) value was demonstrated by varying the blowing pressure. The i
versatility of the CCN/USB system, if applied to a STOL aircraft, was confirmed,
where rapid conversion from a high-drag approach mode to a thrust-recovering waveoff
or takeoff configuration could be achieved by nearly instantaneous blowing-pressure
variation.
INTRODUCTION
Research in powered-lift aerodynamics to provide STOL characteristico for both
military and comercial aircraft has led recently to the development of both the
NASA Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft (QSRA), built by the Boeing Commercial Air-
plane Co- "ny, and the Navy/Grumman A-6/Circulation Control Wing (CCW) flight demon-
strator aircraft (figs. I and 2). In a recent concept developed by the David Taylor
Naval Ship Research and Developmen_ Center (DTNSRDC), the flow-entraintr_ properties
of the CCN trailing edge are utilised to deflect engine thrust in a manner 8tmilar
to that in the, upper-surface-blowtnF, (USB) concept used in the QSRA and YC-14 air-
craf t.
The concept benefits from powered-lift characteristics similar to those of the
_ QSRA and YC-14 aircraft, but obtains those characteristics pneumatically instead of
_* mechanically, The CCN/USE concept is shown schematically in figure 3 end is shotm in
a twtn-englne STOL aircraft configuration proposed by DTNSRDC in Figure 4, On the
F proposed aircraft, both the outboard CCN lift-augmenting win8 section and the
_ inboard CCN/USB thruat-deflecti._ section are composed of small, circular, no-moving-
_:, parts traillnB edges; the mechanical flaps otherwise used on the QSRAend YC-14 are
: completely eliminated. Both inboard and outboard systems have been investigated
i_' statically and dynamically in model scale (refs. 1-4). and CCWalone has been
[i
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flight-verified (rl|l. J end 6)| ho_JVlr! full-scale operation o! the CCW/UBBcon-
figuration in the mixed flow exhaust of • turbofan engine had not been attempted.
The QSRA in s NASA flight research facility used to develop propulsive-lift
concepts. Hence, a Joint NASA/Navy static test was undertaken, with a representa-
tive CCW/USB configuration installed behind one engine of the QSIA aircreft, which
was undergoing propulsion-system/airframe interaction testing on static thrust
stands at Ames Research Center. The present investigation was intended to confirm
full-scale static-thrust deflection produced by CCW/USB, compare that thrust-turning
to model-scale results, and identify any problem produced by the mixed-flow exhaust
of a turbofan engine.
Contributions by Patricia Nerto, design of the CCWtrailing edge hardwares Henry
G. Montoya, fabrication of the CCWtrailing edge hardware| Dalton L. Mounts, aircraft
operations; Michael Moniuszko, instrumentation; and Mlchio Aoyagi, in support of data
system development, are gratefully acknowledged.
SYMBOLS
Aj CCWslot exit area, m2 (in. 2)
A engine nozz].eexhaust area
noz
a 4 speed of sound in CCWslot exit, m/set (ft/sec)
c _vj _'b__s
I_ Aj ' 2In.
F calculated or measured force, N (]bl
(gruel fuel volume used, m3 (gel)
g ,_ccelcrat_on due to gravity, m/set 2 (fL/m'e '_)
h _ominal unpres_urJ;_ed Ct.I, slot heightIlOm
iaj CCW slot height, m (in.);actual pressurized COW slot height
I talttal force or leadiug mea,_ured at load pad, N (lb)
Ks, Kb balance temperature set_sltivlties,I/°C (1/°F) i
Kx, Kz flrst-order balance seaslt:vltles, I/N (l/Ib) ii
Kx,z, Kz,x second-order linear balance sensitivities, N/N (Ib/Ib)
gx.xz, Kz,xz second-order nonlinear balance sensitivities, I/N (1/lb)
L measured load or force tlteach load pad, N (ib)
HIJSB engine exhaust math number near CCW slot
bl/! CCWslot blach number ORiG;N;,'.v;_t,',,&
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i _ _li slot mail flov ra_! kllia_ (l%Ull/lie) _!
i, i
mv strain-BaBe balance outputD V
t' HI fen speed
P pressure. N/m2 (Ib/In,2)
Pref standard day atmospheric pressure, ib/in. 2
ft-_b
R universal gas constant; Ral r - 53,3 i-_
T temperature, °C (°F)
Tre f standard day atmospheric temperature, de$rees
t c ealtbration temperature of flexure beam, °C (oF)
tl balance temperature at static meaeurement, °C (°F)
Tinstalled installed e_gtne thrust, including flap, nozzle, nacelle, and
vortex generator losses
Tresultan t resolved engine thrust after turning
t2 balance temperature during load measurement, °C (°F)
V velocity, m/set (ft/sec)
v balance excitation voltage, V
I weight of fuel, N (lb)
! Wfuel
i _USB USB flap deflection angle
i _ slot weight flow ratel (_)(g)_ _secl
OR resultant force angle (see fig. 17), red (des)
0w wind angle co aircraft body axis, red (des)
Pfuel fuel density, kg/m 3 (lb/gal)
c_. , ratio of specific heats. Air at std. cond., _ - 1.4
c
V
Subscripts:
a air
d ductt CCN plenum; total pressure or temperature
i 1,2,3; station location (see fig. 17)
] Jet
3
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R resultant
W wind
X horizontal
Z vertical
free strea_j ambient
AIRPLANE DESCRIPTION
The QSRA is shown making a carrier approach In figure 1, and the aircraft_s
general configuration is shown in figure 5. The fuselage is that of a deHavilland
C-8A Buffalo with structural reinforcement in the aft section and new fatrtngs at the
wins-body intersection. The C-8A empennage was used without structural or aero-
dynamic modification, but the landing gear was modified to increase the sink rata
capabtlit_ of the aircraft.
The QSRA wing, designed and fabricated by Boeing, has a wingspan of 22.4 m
(73.5 ft), a wing area of 55.74 m2 (600 ft2), and quarter chord sweep of 15 °. Ths
center section of the wing is sealed to form two integral fuel cells which contain a
total of 4_35,9 ks (10,000 lb) of Jet A-1 (JP-5) fuel. The fixed leading-edge flaps
are slotted in order co provide boundary-layer control aerodynamically, The trailing
: edge on either slde of the centerllne consists of two USB flaps, a double-slotted
; flap, and a drooped, blo_l aileron, (Additional aircraft descriptive information is
contained in ref. 7).
PROPULSION SYSTEM
! The QSRA propulsion system consists of four AVCO-Lycomtng YF-102 (QSRA) engines
mounted in above-the-wing nacelles, These prototype engines, acquired from the USAF
_ A-9A program, are geared fan Jets with a bypass radio of six to one; they are siailar
t to the AYCO-Lycomins ALF-502L co_erctal engine or the General Electric TF-34 engine.
The engine weighs 5,412 R (1,215 lb), has a basic diameter of 1,077 m (42.4 in,),
and an overall length of 1.62 m (63.8 in.), including the fan spinner! the fan has a
diameter of 1,024 m (40,3 in,), Although the rated thrust of the engine is 33,361 N
(7.500 lb), the standard-day value of installed thrust is about 27,801 N (6,250 lb).
Detailed information on the engine performance characteristics and the propulsion
system design is given in reference 8.
QSRA PROPULSIVE-LIFT SYSTEM
I The external nacelle (fig, 6) of the QSRA is composed of two main assemblies.The structural cowl and nozzle assembly is attached to the win S front spar and the
engine build-up assembly is mounted to this structure. An inlet is attached to the
1982024467-TSA07
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enitne as sho_ in f_ura 6i it setvee ae both the inlet and outer nacaZZo, FLto
protection i| provided behind the nacelle by an lxternl_ hilt shield ltCldhed to thl
upper lurJacl of the winE, together with thl use oJ hllt-rlllltan¢ Biter{Ill in =hi
wing flepe and trailing edge.
Nozsle Design
Tile exhaust system is a confluent-flow design with both prhaary and fan aflame
discharging through a common D-shaped exit nozzle having an aspect ratio of 3.5. An \
indicated in figure 6, the cor_ exhaust diffuses as it passes through the priwary
nozzle and then mixes with the surrounding fan stream before exiting through the
D-shaped USB nozzle. The core nozzle is canted upward 9.4 ° relative Co the engine
centerline to minimize heat effects on the wing.
i The flow areas in the fan duct and core-nozzle exit plan (mtxin_ plane) were
sized to provide adequate performance without affecting engine stability. The main
, control on stability margins and engine-match, however, is provided by the final exitarea of the D-nozzle. The exit is designed to spread the exhaust into a thin sheet,
iit which Is then turned, in accordance with the Cnanda effect, over the USB flaps, thus
providing propulsive lift. The efficiency of the Jet sheet in providing this pro-
i pulsive lift is highly dependent on the design and shape of the D-nozzle exit. For
the QSRA, this flow spreading is enhanced, especially with one engine lnoperativeD by
a cutout that opens toward the adjacent nacelle.
Jet Spreading
Figure 7 shows the cutout in the rLgl_t inboard engine nozzle. Zn normal circum-
stances, this cutout improves wing and flow-turnlng efficiency by inducing a spanwlee
component of flow and spr,mding the thin jet sheet over some portion of the adjacent
USB flap during engine-out operation. For this test, however, this spanwlse compo-
nent of flow induced the Jet sheet to extend beyond the physical boundaries of the
CCWtrailing edge and thereby slightly decreased its turning potential,
i
Jet Mixing and Rotation
Two other characteristics of the QSRA powered-lift system may also have had an
adverse effect on the CCN trailing edge performance; they are the vortex generators
and exhaust vanes.
Vortex generators - Tilers are two rows of vortex generators located behind each
engine (fit,,-.7). The forward row is dcslgned to improve the mixing and turning of
the primary flow and to energize the boundary layer. The aft row was developed to
maximize lift at low angles of at¢_,k with _ln engine inoperative during flight.
Although the effect of these vortex generators on the CCW traJltng edge Is not known.
they do increase flow turbulence, rspeclally in the USg-Jet boundary layer, Thtl
increased turbulence may induce a higher than normal mixing between the OSg Jet and
CCW-Jet sheet, thereby reducing its turning potential.
Exhaust vanes- Another ch.tracterlstlc of this propulsion system is that the
engine was designed for the A-9A JppLicatlon and has a set of turning vanes in the
primary nozzle that maximize thru._t at high power settings but introduce a rotational
component in the primary flow at tow power settings. This leads to significant
5
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rotational velocity components in the USB Jet at low to intemediste pmmr settinfls.
These rotational flow components are known to af[ect spreadin8 and to cause the Jet
to move in a spenwise direction when the Jet is deflected (ref. 8). The net effect
of this flow movement is to reduce the effective turning angle of the U$B flaps!
hence, it would also decrease the turning potential of the CCWtrailing edge at low
to intermediate power settings. This effect is partially offset by the vortex gene-
rators.
CCW TRAILING EDGE DESIGN
This investigation was intended primarily as a full-scale static proof of con-
cept. Therefore, the test configuration was developed as a simple bolt-on configura-
tion to be installed behind one inboard QSRA engine only. Since no flight testing
was intended, the configuration was not designed to be airworthy, and the air supply
to the CCN trailing edge ,as provided from external ground sir-start carts instead
of from engine bleed. The test configuration (fig. 8) is based on CCWparameters
supplied by DTNSRDCand found effective in past development. The rather large-
diameter circular pipe was based on the trailing edge tested in r_fereuee 3, and was
installed to assure adequate CCWJet attachment and engine thrust turning. Smaller
diameters are being investigated in model-scale. Ames Research Center was respon-
sible for configuration design, construction and installation uf the CCN device, test
setup, lnstrum_ntntioll, _md data reduction.
Hechanical Design
A]ulllLnum was choseu as the design matl, rtal because, of its availability and ltgi_t
weight. The C('M device cou]d n,_t be nlouotL_d directl.y at the trailing edge of tile
USB flap because tile fL:q_ hrm'ket fnirtngs plott'tidt, d ;if: Of _he flap and ,slightly
above it; this necessitated the long plate leading up to ti:_ no;:zle, as shown in
flg_tre 9. The CCN was to be mounLed on a series of existing brackets located on tits
under surface of the flap, which Ilad hoen used for other test hardware; hence, tile
requirement for li[_ht weight. ]:urtht_r calculations showed that the air-hose con-
nee:ions (fig. I0) and the lift that would he generated on tilt: CCN trailing edge with
high USB thrust It,eels exceeded the strength of these existing brackets. As a result,
the flap support was redesigned so, that the loads were transmitted directly from the
CCW trailing edge t,_tht,main la,dlng _ear by a support strut (fig. II),
CCN.tratling edge-" The end view of tile CCN trailing edge (fig. 9) shows its
major components: (I) the 0.254-m (lO-in.) dla. tube, which provided both the turn-
ing surface and the air supply Inlet| (2) the welded plenum chamber; (3) the plate,
which is also tllo adjustable nozzle; and (4) the alr-supply-cart hose connections.
Turning surface-- A standard 0.245-m (10-in.) din. tube was chosen in order to
provide the required CCN radius with _lhigh degree t_fprecision. As shown in fig-
urt,9_ two alr-,_upply-carthose fittlngs were [:istnlledon tilelower surface approx-
imately 3.14 rad (180 °) from the ddlustahle nozzle. A series of boles between the
pipe and plenum assure even distrlbutlotlof air with l,_wHath Number (less than 0.2)
even at the maxim.m air-fl,_wr lie of 1.82 kg/sec (4 :h/set).
q
Instrumentation-- Static-pressure and temperature Instrumentation was installed
in the plenum chamber at the ctqltct of tile plenum between the supply pipes and st the
outboard end of tile plenum. This tastrumentati,m was so installed that the pressure
L
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end tmparature meaaurments were made aC the level of the row of supply holes into
the plenum and thus could give an indication of the unlfomity of _he plenum air flow,
Problem Areas
Alu_nl_numwas chosen for strength haled on none prelLmtnary estimates of the air-
supply temperature, During the initial proof test it was found that the ti_npirature
of the air in the sir-supply ground carts was running about 30sO to 40sO h£ghar than
anticipated; the result was a significant reduction in material strength end struc-
tural life. A second problem area involved the effect of this de|lgn on the CCN
Jet's static turning efficiency. It was noted that air leaks at the plenmn edge,
combined with edge effects, resulted in reduced turning over approximately the 0.05-
to O.07-m (2-3-in.) length from each end. In addition, there was a reduction in
turning in the vicinity of the air-start ground-cart hose inlets. EaCh of these
effects were noted qualitatively duriu_ the p_oof tests, but quantitative measure-
ments of loss of static turning could not be made. Although the ingluence of these
effects on the installed CCN-USB turning cannot be determined, it may be aes_ed that
turning would be slightly less than predicted from previous tests.
(;ROUNDTEST
Aircraft Force Measurements
The llft and tllrustforces and, hence, turning angle, acting on the QSRA were
determined by summing the axial and normal forces acting on the landing gear. These
axial and normal forces were measured at each gear station by a load pad, using a
calibrated strain-gage flexure beam. Tllese load pads, originally developed by Boeing
for QSRA ground tests, are bolted to steel _lnehor plates installed on one of the
aircrait re,t-up areas at the Ames Research Center V/STOL Test Site. The main land-
ing gear and nose gear load pads are shown in figure 12, and cite aircraft is shown
mounted on tlteload pads in figure 13. The airplane wheels are firmly clamped to a
plate mounted on top of the load pads, and the airplane is leveled with respect to
the horizontal. Plywood shields are located behind the main Rear pads to prevent hot
gas impinging on Citeload pads during engine operation wit high flow turning angles.
The load pads are electrically heated tn minimize strain-gage temperature fluctua-
tions and to keep moisture off the flexure beam and the strain-gage terminal strips.
Tl_e toad-pad temperatores and str_tin-gageexcitation voltages were manually recorded
before and _tftereach run and tht,stl'aln-g_tt_t,outptttswere cilanneledinto the air-
craft's flight data syst,,_,tand r_ )rded ceotlnaously. The strni.-Rnge bridges are
excited by tits regulated power supplies built tnto the air_r_ft's data system.
Atrer_ft Data System
The QSRA is equipped with a high-speed data system composed of transducers,
signal condittonlng equlpmentt a telemetry transmitter, and a tape recorder. This
system makes measurements, telemeters data in real time to a ground data facility_
and records signi( icant airplane and grottnd instrumentation parameters ._or post-test
analysts.
Data from the transducers are transmitted to the analog and digital network
panels, which provide the necessary signal conditioning. The conditioned data then
7
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pass ¢o Chs rmote multLpluer-disltiser unit (lOB)U), which 8d_lusts the 1lal_ io a
programed level, provldss enlle j to digital conversion, and encodes the data $u I
pulse-code modulated serial bit stream. The date frcq the N_U are recorded on a
standard 14=track, airberne, ugnstie taps recorder; they ere also tslenstered vie
L-band trengtssten ce • ground station far rul-tine data menltorinl, The aircraft
data system oentains • time-sods generator, which furnishes correlation foe the data,
Separate, preciaien low-veltage power supplies leoated in the gircraft_a Imtle8
network panels furnish transducer excitation power where required. A more detmllad
desoriptien ef system elements is given in reference 7.
Heteorologicel Henurements
The aircraft is equipped with instrumentation that accurately measures ame-
spheric conditions in flight; however, most of these sensors are of limited use
during ground testing. In order te have an accurate assessment of the wind speed end
direction, air temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure, a Hat One weather
station was installed en the teat site, This station (fig. 14) was located several
hundred feet from the aircraft at about wing level. This location was chosen se
that the atmospheric readings would be representative of those at the aircraft but r
would net be influenced by it er the ground-support equipment. The meteorological
data are converted to both direct readout and to analog signals by the Met One
weather station. The direct read(_u_ was used as an aid by test personnel at the
sited and the analog signals were cllanneled into the aircraft data system, 8tvt_ a r
continuous record of atmospheric cundltlons during the t_st. i
Test Procedures
The data ere telemetered tea _round station for real-time processing and ere
el,so _ecorded for pL_st-test analy_is. The te_.t is d_rected from the ground station
with radio con_nunicationllttkshocwee_tthe t_st site, aircraft, and the ground
station.
Test I_. --The general plan couslsted of advancing the left Inboard engine
power settings (fen speed) in ew, n .q,_/.i,crements from ground idle to maximum power
and then decreasing the settings [t_ the :_lme manner. Fach setting was held fee 30
sac before proceeding to the next t.'onditl_'_. A list of the individual test condi-
tions is given in table T. Static, measure, meats were made before and after each data
run in order tu verify data system operatie_ m_d c,_ provide the loads-history
required for analysis.
Because the CCWtrailing edge was Installed before the beginning of the test,
the first run was made with the COWnozzle gap set st 0.102 cm (O.O40 in.) with
no air flow through the nozzle. This test condition set a baseline thrust and
turning-angle measurement versus fan speed and aisu allowed the CCN device to heat
gradually without being on,tar pressure. For th,, next run the engine was shut down end
the CCN slot was gapped to the nominal 0.102 cm (0.040 in.) size. Figure 15 shows two
technicians adjusting the t_ozzlL, gap, The CCN plenum was then operated at maximum
pressure and temperature ,trill ;111 pressures and temperatures in the CCN trailing edge
were stahle.
Based on ti_e results el this run, it w:_,_decided that testing would continue
witl_ the nominal gap. (l_wn h,,t, the CC_ tl,,:'zh, gap was shoot IOZ greater than at
the cold settings, and it In('reased sppr,_xi_:_ltt, lv 707. to 75Z when hot and under
.... _ ..... _#_ , _- ,_h .... , IIMIIIII|IIIiii "IHH[[ ...............
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30.33 x 10_ Pl (44 poiI) pressure to about 0,170 em (0.067 in.). The next rye tuns
wets made, respectively, rich two nit carts and with one nit cart providin8 lit to
the CC14trsilinl edle while the enline wee operetinl. The next two runs veto made with
the CC14triilinl Idle niBBle lipped to 0.052 cm (0.020 in.) cold! Ipin the runn veto
made first with two lit carte and then with one nit cart providinl lit to the liar.
Operational problems - In addition to supplying air for the CCWplenum, the air-
start carts also supply electrical power to the aircraft. Durinl the test there were
several power interruptions to the aircraft electricI1 oyltml that runs the data
lyltem and powers the seniors. These interruptions were Clulod by the Itrotlfttl
frequency protection devices octivetins in response to the speed fluctuations in the
a/r-afire cart's power unit during prenourisntion of the CCW. Although these power
interruptions were not serious from an operations standpoint, they did reset the
fuel totalisers to zero and thus affected the real-time lift calculations.
Because of the uncertainty that these power interruptions introduced into the
_ real-time data and because the o!ot heiiht had not been measured with the CCWdevice
both hot and under pressure, the teat was repeated the next day with the larger gap
; setting. Toward the end of the teat series the CCWpressure beian dropping; on
!_ inspection, it was noted that the adjusting screws were worklni loose, which caused
the nozz=e slot to grow non-uniformly. After repairing the noasle upper plate end
adjusting screwsj the teat was run again; the pressure then held steady during the
entire test aeries.
Baseline measurement - Upon completion of the CCWtest series the CCWassembly
was removed and the USe flap restored to its orilinal confilutation. Then In addi-
tional test series was run following the identical procedure in the CCWteat plan in
order to provide a baseline thrust and turning-angle measurement for the USB flap.
Real-time data processing - The data were telemetered to the ground station for
real-rime data processing. The telemetered data streem was decoded, converted to
engineering units, and eacll measured parameter was sampled five times a second.
Because of equipment limitations, hard-copy updates of the entire parameter list were
only obtained every 4 eec. Real-time processing was used to provide a check of the
results to determine the validity of selected parameters that were displayed con-
tinuously on strip charts and also on alpha-numeric television dilplays. These
parameters included the CCN temperature and pressure; engine speeds, temperatures
and pressures; atmospheric conditions; load pad axial end normal forces at eacil
landing gear location; and calculated values of the net llft, thrust, flow-turning
anglv, and C(_ slot Jet velocity.
Tile load-pad force calculations were simplified for teal-time processing by only
accounting for the first-order linear components fro_ the balances (lee Analysis
section), The net thrust was calculated by summing the Ixiel forces from the landing
gear load pads. The net lift was obtained in e similar manner from the sum of the
load pad normal forces; however, it had to be corrected for the weight of the lit-
plane. The weight of the airplane was calculated by subtracting the weight of fuel
used during testing from the initial airplane wetRht, as recorded by the load pads.
This fuel weight was obtained from the aircraft's fuel totalisero, which record the
amount of fuel used by each engine. Finally, the resultant thrust wee calculated by
taking the vector sum of the llft and axial forces; the turning angle was the angle
between the resultant and the horizontal forces,
[
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External Force Measurements
The ex_el end normal forces at each lindens Emir location were measured with e
calibrated flexure beam, inntrumJnted with e net of ortholonel strain-sap bridles,
The primary effects on then brides outputs were the level of force, axial or normelD
In the direction the hrldS_ was designed to measure, and the value of input excita-
tion voltage to the brides. Besides these primary effects, nevsrel secondary offsets
also had to be considered to accurately calculate the 1spur loads from the |train-
Ease outputs, The two most important of these effects were the temperature variation
of the flexure beam duties the test versus its calibration temperature, end the
interaction of axial and normal force through the flexure beam.
Calculation procedure - The procedure for determining the load-pad forces con-
sisted of two operations: calculating the initial loads under static conditions and
using the outputs o5 the strain-gage bridges in conjunction with,the static loads to
determine the actual test axial and normal forces, Since the equations for each load
pad are similar (except for different constants), this discussion will only show the
procedure for determining the loads from one load pad, Eecause the load equations
contain interaction terms, the normal procedure is to start with a value based on no
interactions, end then to iterate the equations_ using the previous solution in each
successive iteration. This procedure is continued until the di,.erence between
iterations is lees than 0,005_,
Static load calculatio. - The static loads are calculated in the following
manner,
The initial loads iteration:
I X -
vxKx[1 + Ka(tl-tc)]
and
mv Z
I Z =
VzKz[1 + Ka(tl-tc)]
Subsequent loads iterations:
mv X
I x = - {Kx, z I Z + [1 + gb(rl-tc)] Kx,xz I x I Z]
VxKx[1 + Ka(tl-tc)]
and
mvg
Iz - • - {Kz,xl x + [I + Kb(tl-tc)] Kz,xzlxI Z}
VzKz[] + Ka(tl-tc)]
10
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The Ln£C£al or stmt£c lomda are cmlculmtad for each data po£nc over • 30-sac period
and then an avarap La taken fat the entire ample of approxlutaly 150 pofnts,
Thsss Ln£tial or sCICLc loads alOnE w£th thaLt •vitals Load-pad tlllpltlturel and
axciCatLon volcape are recorded for later usa £n detsnn£n£ni the toot lo•ds and ilso
in cheekLnl the load pads t strsLn-lsle scabL1£ty.
Teat loads calculs_Lon - Once the £n£cL•I loads have been decerm£ned, the bal-
ance loads dur£nR a teat condLCion are completed £n the followLnS manner.
The firmC i_era_Loue|
L _mv X " BX
Lx =
VxKx[I + Ka(C2-tc)]
and
Amvz - gz
LZ =
VzKz[£ + Ka(Ca-Ce)]
where
BX m VxKx[Ka(C2.tI)] [ZX + Kx,z IZ_
and
BZ - _Kz[Ka(tz-tl)] [I Z + Kz,xI X]
The terms h mvX and _ myZ are defined as the difference between the straLn-sase
brtdse output at the test peter and th_ averase of the bridse output duties stat¢_
1••dins, For the second and subsequent load Iterations:
A myX - BX
LX - Kx,z1 Z + [1 + Kb(t2-tc)] KxtxzI X I Z
VxKx[1 + Ka(t2-tc)]
-Kx,z(t+z+tz ) - [1 + Y,b(t2-tc)] Kx,xz(tx+tx)(Lz+t z)
atld
Amv z -, BZ
Lz - ........... + + [] + Zb(t2-+c)]Z _XtZ
VXRx[1 + Ka(t .tc)] Kz,xlX z,xz
- zz,x(_x+tx) - tt + Zb%-Cc)] Ke,x_(_+tX)(LZ+tZ)
Thene forces are calcolated for each data point over a 30-nec period and then In
average Is taken for the entire sample of approximately 150 points, Each test
sample is begun only after all of the aircraft and CCN operating parameters
t: have _ttained a stable condithm. Although these aircraft parameters and hence
..... _ .................. .......... , ill II iii l Ill illll l . l
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the loads are not truly static, the variation is sHll during the slmpla period.
_fllls procedure o! averaging the JArse number oE data points acquired dufln8 the
sample period has yielded results that are generally repeatable within ±O.O$X oE the
maximu_ measured forces,
Data system resolution - The data systm divides the range o! each parameter
into 1,024 parts, or coun_, in order to digitally transmit the analog signals from
its individual measurin_ devices. The effect of this digitization is to create dis-
crete increments in the transmitted value of each parameter that arc a constant
percentage of its full-scale range. Since the input signal may cover any value in
the parameter's range, the incoming signal o!ten will be between discrstse or counts,
and, hence, the next higher or lower value will be output into the data stream. In
the case of the load pads during the current test, this discrete increment was about
222 N (50 lb). Averaging a statistically mosninggul sample o5 data tends to
minimise the error introduced by these fluctuations, part_nularly under truly static
conditions. For example, it was possible to tell if the aircraft crew members were
at their _oper stations (static measurements were not accomplished until they were).
In addition, aircraft weight calculations based on load-pad readings were compared
with weight readings measured with standard weight scales and were found to corre-
late Within O.10%.
Small loads-- Although the load pads and data system give highly accurate
results with large loads, some problems occurred when the loading was very low. When
the loads are approximately the same level as the increment value, 222 N (50 lb),
the recorded values can vary by approximately _100Z from Lhe true value. This has a
varyin S effect that depends on the type og load input and direction of loading. The
major effect of tl_is problem on the present program was that it made it impossible to
measure CCW trailing edge turning without the USE engine running; as a result, no
baseline CCW trailing edge data are presented.
CCN TRAILING EDGE CALCULATIONS
The individual pressures and temperatures from the CCN plenum and the USE
traiJinR-edge pre,_sure were sampled by the aircraft data system, displayed in real-
time, and recorded for later processing. These parameters were sampled for 30 sec
after they were stabilized on a test condition, at a sample rate of five points per
sectmd. The individual plenum temperature._ and pressures were averaged for the data
analysis.
CCWJet_ v__e_ocity.-- the Jet velocity was calculated assuming an isentropic expan- i
sins from CCWplenum total condition._ to free-stream static conditions: t
Vj - njldj . (¥RgT.|) 1/2 Mj " 2gRTd "_'-"_'I"
i It is realized that expansion to local static conditions at the Jet exit gives a fari
I more realistic value of Vj an, I that expansion to free-stream static pressure .
underestimates V} and _|i' floweret,local exit conditions are !uric.ionsof local
geometry --and thus a comparison of t_o blown airfoils of unlike trailing-edge geom-
etry hut with identical slot nreas, plcn1_mpressures, and temperatures-would yield
i
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unlike values af momentum coefficient. The momentum coafficLsnt baaed on expamsLon
Ca free-stream condltlons Le thus accepted as • more "universal" parameter for com-
parison af blnwn systems.
CCWslot mass flaw -The mass flow to the CCWslot was pravLded by twa aircraft
graund-air-supply carts. Because these carts are used dally for aircraft servicing,
it was not possible to modify them to accurately measure their mass flaw. Hence, \
the mass flows used in this analysis ware calculated for LeentropLc canditLons as
follows:
Choked flow:
/ 2 pd/p® 1.89
Unchoked'flow:'
mJ = AJPd (v'gRgTd t_Pd/ " _d
This mass calculation requires values of expended slot height as a function of plenmu
pressure in order to accurately determine the CCWnozzle area, Aj. This slat height
is a function of both the plenum temperature and pressure, as noted earlier. Based
on limited measurements, an extrapolated variation af the nosz:e slot height is shown
in figure 16 for the two nominal cold slot heights af 0.102 cm (0.040 in.) and 0.051
cm (0.020 in.), respectively. The slot height values from thls curve were used ta
make the momentum flux calculation contained in this report.
AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS
The locatian_ and directions of the forces acting on the aircraft are shown in
figure 17,
Net axial force -- The net axial force is the sum af the axial forces measured by
the load pads, corrected by the wind ram drag.
FX = LXI + LX; + LX3 + _WaV cos 6wg w
Note_ If 0w is greater than 90 ° or less than -90 ° then the ram drag term is set i
equal tn zero. _t'
Net lift -- The net lift force on the aircraft is the sum af vertical forces as
measured by the load pads corrected for the fuel used.
FZ = LZI + LZ,." + LZ3 - Nfuel
where
Wfuel " Glue) °fuel
13
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Resultant force -- The resultant force is
FR - (Fz2+Fx2) 1/2
end the resultant angle is
% " tan-I (Fz/F X)
Referred parameters -- The measured forces and engine parameters are corrected or
referred to sea level standard day values in order to permit direct comparisons wlCh
other data from previous tests. The measured forces are corrected by the ratio of
ambient barometric pressure to standard day sea level pressure; hence, the referzed
force = measured force/(P®/Pref). Similarly, the measured fan speed is corrected by
the square root of the ratio of the ambient temperature to standard day temperature
expressed in degrees Kelvin or Rankine:
T
Nlreferred - Nlmeasured r_ where 0 = T--_f
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Data from references 1-3 imply that CCW/USB thrust deflection is primarily a
function of engine thrust level and characteristics of the CCWJet (principally Jet
pressure and momentum). These parameters were thus of prime concern in the present
investigations.
Thru%t level - Figures 18 and 19 present resultant thrust levels, produced by
different amounts of CCW blc.wing,as functions of engine installed thrust and power
setting (percent fan rpm), In these data, installed thrust is the static thrust of
the YF-I02 engine as installed in the QSRA nacelle on the wing, with D-nozzle and
vortex generators_ and USB flaps set at _ero deflection, and as recorded during run 6
(pts 110-129) o| the present investigation. Resultant thrust is determined from
vertical and horlzontal balance readings only, since the side-force component cannot
be measured on the load pads. Thus, spanwlse thrust components are not included in
instal[ed or resultant thrust measurements.
Deflectlon ansh,-The resulti_1_thrust-deflectlon angles as functions of the
Installed thrust for a nominal CCN slot height of O.102 cm (0.040 in.) are compared
with the conwntlonnl USe flap at zero deflectlon in figure 20, Trailing-edge
camber produced hy addition of the CCN device, with no blowing_ yielded increases
in tilrnst turning-angle, over the basic fl_p, of from 7° to 20 °, depending on thrust
level. The addition of blowing predated thrust deflection angles up to 97 ° at low
thrust settings, _lnd 400 at max;morn thrust. The same data are plotted in terms of
resultant thrust for h : 0.I02 cm (0.040 in.) in figure 21, and h - 0,051 cm
(0.020 in.) in figure 22.
Fignre 19 implies that the resultant thrust at e constant power setting is
reduced wi[h [ncreaslllg blowing pressure. However, as can be seen from figure 20,
tbt' _TSB .let is also being turned through a greater angle as blowing pressure
14
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increaeaa. ?his USa Jel: ia not a unifo_ thin ehee_ but is actually three-
dimensional, with varying thickness and velocity both along and above the CCN
span. There is usually some loam in efficiency when turning this _et, with
losses increasing with angle for the conventional USB flap. It Is ammumed that
a similar mechanism is affecting the CCW/USBJet turning. This thrust loll could
prove advantageous on STOL approach, where reduced thrust at high lift all_
steeper glide slopes, but may have an adverse effect under flight conditions that
require maxtm£zing thrust (waveoff).
CCN J,l_t momentum-- Combining figures 21 and 22 shows increasing thrust-turning
with increasii_g CCN .let momentum; however, slot height variation produces relatively
little effect, other than in the pressure required to produce a given momentum as slot
area changes. These curves are nearly ltneartzed by plotting against engine exhaust
_4ach number near the CCN slot instead of resultant thrust, as shown in figures 23 and
24. Figure 25 Is a cross plot of figure 21 and shows thrust-turnlng, as a function
o£ the momentum required to produce it, in terms of a percentage of installed thrust.
Figure 25 is an indication of engine bleed requirements for an installed on-board
system that would replace the air-start carts.
The potential for ef£iclent BTOL operation of the CCW-USB system is shown in
figure 26, where the horlaontal and vertical thrust components are plotted for
various blowing levels. Addition of aerodynamic lift and drag would convert these
to lift-drag polars, shifting all curves upward and to the left (or drag) side of
the plot. Operation in fligl',tat a constant vertical (or lift) force could be main-
tained, while horizontal force was being converted from low- to hlgh-thrust recovery
by decreasing blowing, thus rcpresentlng conversion from a landing to a wave-off
mode, These operations are possible without change in angle of attack, and require
no deflections of movin_ parts in the hlgh-l_ft system.
A vlsualizatton of the CCW flow-turnlng is provided in figure 27, where the flow
field on the surf,.'eof the ('CWtrn[linf,edge is mapped bv tufts. These tufts are
seen to turn to a nearly horizontal position, heading forward. Evidence that large
portions of the engine exhaust were eutrained to large deflections was observed In
motions of the grass hehlnd the aircraft: it waved violently In the exhaust when
blowing was off, but became still as blowing increased. At higher blowing, objects
on the ground below ,_nd ahead of the CCN trailing edge became violently disturbed.
T_lyusLtc_omparlson- Figure 28 compares thrust-turnlng results from figure 21
with predicted results based on model-scale data taken from refcr,mce 3. These model
results were scaled up based ,m the parameters T/nscalled/Anoz and _V_/Anoz, where
Anoz [s the engine D-nozzle effective exhaust area. The predicted th_ust-turning
angle _s slightly greater than that measured for the higher blowing case, hut less
than that m,,asuredat lower blowing. Several factors relative to this performance,
noted during the lnw.stigsthms, will provide guidance tn the development of future
configurations. TI),,CCW slot upper lip did not produce a Jet slot that excited ten-
gt,ntial|v to the round trailing ccl_,o,h_t instead intersected the radius ahead of and
below the tangen,'ypoint. This can c_use loss of Jet static pressure differentlal
and less than optimum Jet _,ntrainmentand turning. Experience has shown that at
higher pressure,, complete detachment of the |el can occur if the,geometry is suffl-
,,4ently mi._aligned, Secondly, the full-scale C('M/USB bolt-on aluminum assembly was
distorted wilesIt was exposed to starter-cart supply temperatures Of 177°C-188°C
(350°F-370°I'), as mea_ured in the ph'num. This distortion of the very thin upper
s[ot llp co1_[dhave produc,,da non-null.re spanwlse slot height distribution, as well
a_ slot heirht._ larper tha:_ nnticipatt, d. Reference g indicates that large slot
heights at high jot pressures can prodttce serious deficiencies in Jet turning, or
L .... is
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even oeuse co_plete Jet detachment. Both of then factors imply that full-soils
turning was penalized by trailing-edge geometry at higher blov_n| pressure.* Based
on the l_¢er pr_sure date, it would appear that full-noBle thrust deflection at the
2,089 x 105 Pa (30,3 psig) blowing pressure can possibly exQeed the p=edlcted values
of figure 28, using the experience gained during those tests to improve trailing-edge
geometry or CCW/USBintegretion,
CONCLUDING REMARKS '_
i
Full-scale thrust-deflectlon investisatlons have been conducted on the QBRA to
determine the effectiveness of the CCW/USB concept in turning engine thrust pneumatl-
rally, with no mechanical moving parts to control deflection angle. These test
results compared favorably with those from smell-scale model investigations conducted
by DTNSRDCusing a cold-Jet propulsion simulator. Full-scale variations in engine-
thrust level, COW blowing pressure, and CoW slot helsht have led to the followi_
Comments:
1. A CON pressure of 2.089 x 105 Pa (30.3 Psi8) [_1,82 kg/sec (4 ibm/set) slot
weight flow] produced static thrust deflection angles ranging from 40° to 97°.
depending on thrust level. For a given power setting end as thrust turnln8 was
increased, there war some reduction in resultant thrust values.
2. ?s'iation in the nominal CCN slot height setting had relatively little effect
on thrust-turning other than in the pressure required to produce a given slot momentum.
3. In general, the CCN-USB system was able to pneumetlcally produce engine-
thrust deflection values similar to those produced by a large mechanical USE flap
b_hind s turbofan engine at the lower thrust levels,
_. Th,u_t-turnln8 vsl_cs iHgher than tlto_erecorded at 2.089 x I05 p_ (30.3
psig) pressure may be possible with an improved second generation CCW/USB test
article. For this test, CON duct alr p_c._,ureswere obtained from two anglos-start
carts external to the aircraft. Higher pressures, and thus greater thrust turning,
could be obtained when the system is fully integrated with the on-board engines.
Therefore, thrust-turning of the order of that seas, ,ed during wind-tunnel tests
should be achievable in actual practice.
5. The potential for a full CCW/USB system, as suggested in referenoes 1-3, has
now been further demonstrated under full-scale conditions. The COW, which would be
employed as a no-moving-parts (ref. 4) high-li_t/high-drag device outboard of the
engines, has been proved on the A-b aircraft (refs. 5 and 6). The inboard pneumatic
thrust deflection system using the CONwith USB has been de,conCreted statically in
the current tests.
The fe_Isibilityof this CCN/USB system for STOL operations is due to its ver|e-
ttlity in controlling horizontal forces to produce either thrust or drag while main-
raining a constant large vertical force. These forces are controlled by changing the
amount of blowing, either inboard or outboard or both, thus allowing repld readjust-
ment of the spanwlse circulation and of the load distribution on the wing. Depending
*Also, +,smentioned earlier, vortex generators in the exhaust and a COW span
less than the width of the exhaust both degrade CON thrust turning.
, - . - . _ . _ - .
on minion requlr_ents, thlm system could have elgnillcent edvent_ee over s
me_hanicsl £1sp design, )or instance, an advanced CQW/USBpneumatic control system
could be used on • high-speed fighter to provide substantially increased maneuver-
ability _rlthout Qonventional control-surface speed boundaries! end the eyetemva use
on a super-STOL would make it possible to trade maximised acceleration during the
initial takeoff run for high lift st rotation. The transition from lending to ways-
off configurations could be achieved almost instantaneously by Qha_,gingblowinl
pressure in the ducts, a procedure that deem not require moving any external parts.
Additlo.al static investigations are planned that will evaluate engine thrust-
turning with hardware improvements and with a smaller traillng-edge radius, This
alterv_tlve traillng-edge radius will have a low cruise drag, thereby allowing a
no-moving-parts _hrust-deflection/reversal system which will further increase system
simplicity. The ultimate test will be a flight demonstration of this CCW/USBthrust
deflecting-system.
!
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Figure i?. Location and dtrecti_m of forces ac_in 8 on aircraft.
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Figure 18. £.£W/USBPower setting vs. resultant thrust.
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F_ure 29. QSRA CCW/USB _tatle thrust, Installed va. resultant.
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Figure 20. QSRA CCW/USB Statlc thrust turnlnR vs. Installed thrust,
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F[gure 22, QSRA(:CW/USB Static thrust turning vM. resultant thrust,
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Figure 23. qSRAC('W/ITSBStatic thrust turnin_ vs. exhaust machNo.
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Flgure 25. QSRA C(_/0$B Statlc thrust turning vs. required CCW momentum.
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Figure 26. (_SRA ('.(:W/L1SBStatt¢ thrtl_t ¢omponenL_.
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Fig,re 28. QSKA (.CW/t.SR .C_CIc chrtmt turnJnB, predicted re. meaeurecl.
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